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Windows on the North 
side of the home were 

not six over one 
windows.





TALKING POINTS
1. Process is inconsistent

A.) Other neighbors were not made to come before the board and have their project’s made a matter of public record. 
I have yet to receive notification about work being done on other homes within the district.  At the same time, 
everyone else on the block has received a letter requesting their feedback regarding my project.  It feels as if the HPS is 
intentionally drumming up support against my project and not against the others.

B.) Block Captain has sent out a letter stating that it is not “fair” for a developer to get away with the renovations that 
I’ve made to my home; renovations that are consistent with other homes on the block; including hers (glass block).

C.) The previous owner of this property was allowed to change the windows and build a fence.  While complaints 
were made and investigated regarding the fence, it remained in place with the previous owner.  Additionally, the 
previous owner was not forced at that time to replace the vinyl widows that were installed prior to the fence, and 
would have been clearly visible from the street level when the HPS went out to investigate the fence.

D.) Originally, I was told that six over one windows were required, prompting me to get several quotes.  Recently, I’ve 
been informed that six over one cottage style windows would be required; windows that are considerable more 
expensive.  Initially, I was told that simulated dividers were not allowed, that too has since changed.  These changes in 
expectations, when communicated to me independently, and IN FRONT OF THE BOARD, versus differing discussions 
with actual buyers led to the buyers backing out of the sale; a sale in which I agreed to reduce the price of the home in 
an effort to assist the buyers in replacing the windows to fit your initial guidelines.  Discussions included the fence.

E.) Additional expenses after the buyers backed out- mortgage, utilities, insurance, property upkeep, IRA loan, etc.


